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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS

THE ROAD TO
CONSERVATIVE
REVITALISATION
WELCOME TO SEMESTER 1, 2016!
LIAM GARMAN

B. Commerce IV

It is an absolute honour to have been elected
President of the University of Sydney
Conservative Club at our club annual general
meeting in September 2015. I would love to
extend my sincere thanks to my close friend
and mentor Chaneg Torres for his dedication
to the club over the last two years. Chaneg led
this club with an unrivalled enthusiasm, and
organised a litany of amazing events,
including our new member’s drinks which was
attended by four New South Wales State
Government ministers. I hope to carry on the
amazing work that Chaneg started, and to
work closely with the executive to ensure that
conservatism has a vibrant, active and strong
voice at The University of Sydney.
Since the AGM, we have had the opportunity
to hold an event with Tom Switzer, former
editor of The Spectator Australia and opinion
editor of The Australian, where we discussed
the US Presidential election and the role of
the West in the Syrian Civil War.
On Conservatism
On university campuses, and indeed even on
the political stage, the word ‘conservative’ has
devolved into a pejorative term. It has
deteriorated into an insult used to demonise
one’s political enemies in an attempt to
muddy their names – in a suggestion that they
associate with an anachronistic and
retrospective ideology. Conservative students
are caught in the middle of a universal race to
the bottom, in which political commentators,
activist students and journalists rush forlorn
to deconstruct the society around them and
undermine the institutions on which that
society is built. Conservatism has become
synonymous with hatred and an array of

‘-isms’ such that one cannot call themselves
conservative without expecting to be met with
criticism and derision. Fundamentally though,
conservatism is a doctrine of love. Love
underpins every facet of our ideology, whether
it is love for the family, love for life (both born
and unborn), traditional institutions, national
sovereignty or our fervour in protecting the
inalienable liberties of every single human
being. As post-modernism continues to
permeate and undermine orthodox societal
structures and opinions, it is crucial for
conservatives to fight to protect the physical
and social infrastructure on which Western
Civilisation is built. Now more than ever, it is
crucial for conservatives around the globe to
protect the institutions that have invariably
protected the fundamental liberties of all
members of society.
The Right to Life
Conservatism upholds the importance of all
life, both born and unborn. Fundamentally,
the conservative draws their love for human
life from their love for justice. We believe in
the presumption of innocence, a trial by one’s
peers as well as the importance of an open and
accessible hearing, for these are the central
tenants of the fair and equal society in which
we live. It should be shocking that we
suspend these tenants to a child that has a
heartbeat and essentially full viability while
claiming to be a caring society.
The Judeo-Christian narrative, from which
our society grew, was founded upon the
importance of forgiveness and love. The ethics
inherent within this narrative are typified in
the parable of the Good Samaritan and
codified in the Lord’s Prayer, from where they
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permeated legislation, beliefs and
societal principles. These are beliefs
that our society has extended to
those who commit even the most
heinous of crimes. It is once a society
removes, rather forcibly, the
cornerstone of its beliefs that the
actions and opinions of individuals
stray into the absurd. One example
of society’s de-evolution has been the
attempts by Alberto Giubilini of
Monash University and Francesca
Minerva of Melbourne University to
justify the idea of “after-birth
abortions” in an article published in
the Journal of Medical Ethics. The
article argues that the parents of
handicapped children should be
extended the option to end the
child’s life, citing bioethical
explanations. They then extrapolate
this point of view, arguing that as the
child does not yet have a conception
of life, it thus does not fully
understand what life entails and
therefore that the option to end a
healthy infant’s life should also be
granted to the parent. Disturbingly,
the philosophers legitimise the
murder through the dehumanisation
of the infant by referring to them as a
“potential person” - an obvious
attempt at using a framing effect to
direct the debate.
As conservatives, it is paramount
that we continue to champion the
right to life for all children whether
born with a disability or not. We
must continue to fight the

‘intellectual’ left in their
dehumanisation of children, and we
must ensure that Australia is the
compassionate and caring society
that it claims to be.
In Defence of the Consititution
Despite the overwhelming defeat
suffered by the Australian Republican
Movement in 1999 and support for
our Constitutional Monarchy being
at its highest levels in over 20 years, a
creeping republican agenda
continues to chip at the foundations
of our liberal democratic society.
Fundamentally, the magnificence of
our constitution lies within the
complementarity of both the
political arm of government and the
inherently non-political head of
state. Both have the historical and
political legitimacy to challenge one
another, and between them
represent the beliefs, opinions and
history of a nation. One needs to
look no further than the United
States to witness the disastrous
impacts of having a partisan head of
state in a tussle with a partisan
legislature. The US Government
shutdown of 2013 is of particular
significance.
I watched the shutdown with both
eagerness and awe, both of which
stemmed from the oddity of the
situation. Australia is a peculiarity, as
we are resoundingly safe in the
knowledge that our government will
not shut-down without recourse, as

our constitution includes sufficient
provisions to ensure that we can hold
another election in the event of
budgetary impasses. Our closest call
to a government shutdown came in
1975 – at which point the
Governor-General, acting on behalf
of Her Majesty, was able to call an
election and provide the Australian
people with a democratic vote. Thus,
within a month the Australian
people were afforded the opportunity
to elect a new government – an
opportunity that the public
wholeheartedly grasped. This was a
beautiful situation in which an
impartial head of state was able to
enact the constitution, free from
corporate or political bias, and hand
democratic power back to ordinary
Australians.
Fundamentally, a politician’s republic
will extend the corporate and
political agenda that plagues many
elected officials to the head of state.
In the event of a directly elected
President, politicians would battle
one another for a previously
impartial and bipartisan position,
requiring corporate and political
backing to ensure adequate resources
to claim a political victory.
Alternatively, for a President that is
appointed by Parliament, the
Australian people have reserved their
right to have an impartial ‘check and
balance’, and thus afforded one single
political grouping the right to full
control of the parliament and the
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‘Conservatives must continue
to ﬁght the restrictions placed
upon freedom of speech by the
left’s cultural interventionism.’
head of state. Our constitution is an evolution
of legal precedents, revolutions and charters
which shaped the way that the fathers of
federation perceived justice and liberties. The
monarchy is not an antiquated and
anachronistic institution, but serves as an
impartial overseer to parliament and provides
a road block to an institution which is
fundamentally conflicting with individual
liberties. Conservatives must uphold the
constitution, and actively defend the bases of
our democracy, among which we count; the
Magna Carta, Habeas Corpus and the Bill of
Rights 1689. It is my belief that the
importance of defending these documents is
best summarised in Peter Hitchens’ argument
that ‘a nation is the sum of its memories, and
when those memories are allowed to die, it is
less of a nation.’
Freedom of Speech and Religion
Conservatives must continue to fight the
restrictions placed upon freedom of speech by
the left’s cultural interventionism. The recent
actions taken by the Australian Greens’
Martine Delaney to silence Julian Porteous,
the Archbishop of Hobart, is a pertinent
example of the erosion of this fundamental
liberty. In June 2015, the Australian Catholic
Bishops Conference distributed booklets
detailing the Roman Catholic teaching of
marriage, after which Archbishop Porteous
was summoned before the Tasmanian
anti-discrimination committee for allegedly
breaking anti-discrimination laws for the
teachings outlined in the booklet.
There are several facets of this case that
should be extremely frightening to those of us
who value liberties and freedoms. Firstly,
Archbishop Porteous was distributing
information supporting an already existing
law. It is a frightening precedent that an
individual would face prosecution over
defending a law which is already in existence.
Secondly, we have empirical evidence that the
state is now imposing the beliefs of unelected
government bureaucrats and judges onto

churches. Thus, a church now no longer has
the ability to speak freely without fear of
recourse, and can only agree with state
sanctioned beliefs. It is interesting for one to
note the abject hypocrisy of the Australian
Greens – on the one hand decrying the
government’s metadata laws for being fascist,
while restricting freedom of religion on the
other (we can’t forget that Greens Senator
Peter Whish-Wilson doesn’t want to call
Islamic State fighters ‘terrorists’ because it
‘demonises’ them).
The slide into a soviet-era crackdown on
freedom of speech and religion is not limited
to Australia. Recent statistics commissioned
by Yale University show that 51% of students
believe that free speech should be restricted
on campus. Furthermore, 27% of Democratic
Party voters in the US believe that climate
denialists should be prosecuted. As always, the
left threaten to boycott and imprison those
who disagree with their hegemony of
politically correct opinions, even in
inconclusive areas of debate.
Our Fight
I iterate to every reader of The Sydney Tory:
beware the Ides of March. As conservatives,
our primary battle is not whether gay
marriage is right or wrong, or whether the
monarchy or abortion have a place in modern
society; our primary battle is to defend our
ability to hold an opinion on these issues
without fear of punishment. 2015 was the year
of ‘your freedoms end where my feelings
begin’, and our universities – former bastions
of debate and discourse – have been reduced
to desolate thought destroying playgrounds,
where the loudest tantrum wins. The cultural
left has mastered the politics of hate, and
conservatives must fight to end the restriction
on our fundamental freedoms.
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FREE
TO BELIEVE?
GEORGE OUTLINES THE IMPORTANCE OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AND
SPEAKING OUT AGAINST ITS RUINATION...
GEORGE BISHOP

B. Law/Economics
(hons.) IV

Freedom of religion is a fundamental tenant
of the classic liberal tradition. It is a principle
which at its core is about ensuring that
individuals who profess to follow a religion
have the freedom to exercise it, live it out and
be involved in a community of people who
likewise profess such a religion. However, the
reach of the principle extends beyond this
core notion of protecting those who profess to
belong to a religion to allowing individuals
who do not belong to a religion, or belong to a
different religion to be free to hold that
position and to seek out religions if they so
wish. Importantly, freedom of religion
represents a safeguard against a secular
government intervening inappropriately in
issues of religion.
This freedom, like all freedoms and rights,
cannot be pushed to the extreme at the
expense of all other rights and responsibilities.
This is because in a secular society, the
separation between church and state
necessitates a compromising approach
towards the balancing of rights and freedoms,
including those rights and freedoms held by
persons of religion. It is also because the
assertion of religious freedom at the expense
of everything else can have undesirable
consequences. For example, if a particular
religion empowered its individuals to engage
in activities which made obscenely loud noises
late on a week night in a suburban residential
area, this would likely be seen as inconsistent
with the rights of neighbours to the
reasonable use and enjoyment of their land – a
right which is protected by the law of
nuisance. In the Jehovah’s Witness Case, the
High Court of Australia also recognised the
need for freedom of religion to be balanced

with issues of defence and national security
and in that case held that those issues
overrode considerations of religious freedom.
Recognising the difficult task of balancing
rights and responsibilities in a secular society,
I now wish to turn to considering just why
society has agreed, to varying degrees, on the
importance of this freedom. There is of course
the pragmatic reason of protecting those
persons of religion. However, its importance,
and even existence, can be traced in my
opinion to a more fundamental concept.
Humans and by extension society, in a deeply
ontological way, have a craving to search for a
meaning, a purpose or an explanation for their
lives and for the world around them. For many
individuals, this has historically been found
though belief in a deity. In order for this
search to be well informed and fruitful,
society must enter, and has entered, into a

‘It is not important, for the
purpose of freedom of religion,
where or if individuals ﬁnd
meaning. Rather, it is important
that they are free to explore, ﬁnd
and live out this meaning.’
‘spiritual contract’ to allow individuals to
undertake that search and feel the
ramifications of a successful search by living
out their religious beliefs. This is the
foundation of religious freedom. While many
individuals have found meaning in a deity
others do not. Christians for example, take
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great comfort and hope in knowing
that their meaning, purpose and
explanation comes from a real
person, Jesus Christ, who promises a
relationship and a life to come for
those who believe in his death and
resurrection. Atheists, on the other
hand, have found meaning through
order in nature, science and in the
undertaking of a ‘pleasure/pain
calculus’ in pursuance of, depending
on the branch, self-interest or the
continuance of humanity. It is not
important, for the purposes of
freedom of religion, where or if
individuals find meaning. Rather, it
is important that they are free to
explore, find and live out this
meaning.
Having spelled out both the
structure of rights and freedoms to
which freedom of religion fits and its
deeply ontological roots
underpinning its importance, I now
wish to turn to a particularly
contentious issue which is testing
the bounds of religious freedom
around Australia and even here at
the University of Sydney. Namely,
whether the identity and
demarcation of religious persons as
followers of a religion is inconsistent
with an ideology, usually
championed by those of the Left, of
equality of access to such groups.
Proponents of such an ideology
would claim that individuals who
wish to be part of religious groups,
such as perhaps religious societies on
campus, should be allowed to
associate with the identity of the
group while not professing to the
fundamental tenants of such a
group. Put more tangibly, the issue is
about whether persons not of
religion should be allowed to be
called ‘members,’ with all rights and
responsibilities associated with that,
of religious groups without
conforming to the well held
mainstream beliefs of that group.
While I am all for ensuring that
individuals are not unfairly
discriminated against as they seek to
undertake their ontological search

for meaning, the assertion of
equality of access in this context is
misguided. This is because in order
to maintain a clear identity as a
group professing a particular
religion, a group needs to ensure a
clear demarcation between
individuals who are part and not part
of the group.
This need not, and in many cases
should not, be a physical
demarcation but rather a
demarcation of identity. If this
demarcation does not exist, then
how could one define the religion
and separate it from anything else.
How could an individual be a
Christian without believing in Jesus
Christ? How could an individual be
Jewish without following the
applicable Mosaic Law and believing
in Yahweh? How could an individual
be a follower of Islam without
believing in Mohammed as Allah’s
messenger? It is preposterous to
think otherwise, yet this is the exact
kind of demarcation which is being
challenged in the name of ‘equality.’
However, more than a mere
definitional necessity, this
demarcation is necessary because
many religions stress the importance
of the endowment of privileges and
benefits only to those who are
followers of that religion. Take for
example, the Abrahamic religions;
Christianity, Judaism and Islam. All
of these religions believe that one
will only receive the blessings of
God, namely a life to come and a
place in God’s people, if one is a
follower of that religion to the
exclusion of other religions. This
internal demarcation means that
religious groups need to be able to
exclude from the identity of such a
group those who do not follow as to
do otherwise would do contrary to
the very epicentre of their religions
and thus the ontological search for
meaning, purpose and explanation.

membership. Indeed, the vast
majority seek to convince other
individuals that their religion and
beliefs are real, correct or the best
and indeed this is entrenched in
many religions. Some call this
evangelism. Indeed, I would argue
that religious groups are actually
some of the most inclusive places, in
terms of inviting individuals in and
creating a welcoming environment
for those who do. Such invitation
does not discriminate and is equally
accessible. However, to take the
notion of equal accessibility the step
further to encroach on the identity
of the group is seriously misguided.
Readers, this encroachment is
happening at our very university.
The Catholic Society, with its
significant support from the Church,
and the Evangelical Union, the 5th
largest evangelical Christian
university group in the world, are
both being required by the
University of Sydney Union to,
though not without a fight, alter
their constitutions to allow for
individuals who cannot confess the
basic tenants of Christianity to be
both members and, in the case of the
Catholic Society, leaders. It is being
done in the name of ‘equal access’
despite both clubs having events
open to all individuals and, in the
case of the Evangelical Union, even
funnelling financial resources into
assisting non-Christians attend their
larger events. The action goes to the
very core of the identity of both of
these societies and is a completely
inappropriate. Conservatives, both
on campus and more broadly, must
continue to speak out, lest the
fundamental tenants of religious
freedom be eroded to the point of
destruction. I hope that in reading
this article, one might once again be
energised about the importance of
religious freedom and the
importance of speaking out against
its destruction.

It is not that these religions purport
to be exclusive and limited in their
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A CONSERVATIVE VISION
FOR A RICHER
LIBERALISM
CHANEG OUTLINES HOW CONSERVATISM CAN ADD
TO THE LIBERAL TRADITION...
CHANEG TORRES

JD I; former President of
the University of Sydney
Conservative Club.

‘But what is liberty without wisdom and without
virtue? It is the greatest of all possible evils; for it
is folly, vice, and madness, without tuition or
restraint.’ – Edmund Burke
What place does conservatism have in the
classical liberal tradition? For many,
conservatism is seen as merely reactionary; a
liability to the electoral success of the liberal
tradition, only capable of opposing progress
and impotent to provide compelling vision for
the challenges of today and the future. I argue
that ‘conservatism’ is a disposition toward
certain truth claims regarding the nature and
end of the individual, the individual’s need for
voluntary community and the individual’s
relationship to political community. This
disposition is necessary for a robust liberalism.
It provides liberalism with presuppositions
and a vocabulary that has a vision of inherent
human dignity at its centre and thus gives
liberalism sufficient moral grounding and
capability to present a compelling vision of
the common good.
Classical liberalism has traditionally been
understood as the belief in individual liberty.
The individual for a liberal possesses natural,
inviolable rights prior to any political
association, articulated by Locke as ‘life,
liberty and property’. Milton Friedman
understood it to be ‘the intellectual movement
that…emphasised freedom as the ultimate
goal and the individual as the ultimate entity
in the society. It supported laissez-faire at
home as a means of reducing the role of the
state in economic affairs and thereby
enlarging the role of the individual…(the)
reduction in the arbitrary power of the state
and protection of the civil freedoms of the

‘Greater political and economic
freedom, then, leads to greater
material prosperity and individual
well-being.’
individual.’ Thus the classical liberal claims
that in order to flourish, individuals must be
free to associate, voice their opinions and
engage in enterprise. Inherent then is a
preference for smaller government that gives
room for the exercise of individual initiative,
and exists to protect, rather than to curtail,
the liberties of individuals. Smaller
government is less capable of coercing
individuals into conformity, allowing them to
pursue their own beliefs and happiness.
Indeed, government must be small, because it
is made up of flawed individuals who, despite
the greatest of benevolence, have the
propensity to miscalculate at best, or at worst
use the coercive power of the state to impose
what they deem to be their anointed vision on
those who may find their vision
unconscionable. Greater political and
economic freedom, then, leads to greater
material prosperity and individual well-being.
Ontology and Telos of the Individual
However, without a belief in rights derived
from the transcendent and rooted in inherited
culture and history, liberalism can become
crude and inadequate in its defence of liberty
and as a system of thought. Crude
individualism sees the maximisation of the
individual’s utility as the highest end. J.S Mill,
in his defence of individual liberty, stated ‘I
regard utility as the ultimate appeal on all
ethical questions; but it must be utility in the
largest sense, grounded on the permanent
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interests of man as a progressive
being.’ Individuals, according to
crude liberalism, should have the
freedom to maximise pleasure and
minimise pain. Thus the state is
unjustified in interfering with an
individual’s pursuit of utility if that
pursuit of utility does not interfere
with another’s and harm the other
person. As Mill famously stated
‘independence is, of right, absolute.
Over himself, over his body and
mind, the individual is sovereign.’
It is easy on one level to affirm an
individual’s right to maximise their
utility free from coercion if that
means pursuing enterprise,
associating freely and debating ideas
peacefully. All these things, liberals
of all stripes would agree, are good
for society and it is undesirable for
the government to use coercion to
stifle enterprise and suppress free
speech and association. Indeed, Mill
thought that utility ‘grounded in the
permanent interests of man’ meant
that liberty for those in the minority
was in the interests of the utility of
society in the long run, even if their
allowance did not provide utility for
a majority of people in the short run.
Nevertheless, one’s liberal respect for
individual rights would be sorely
lacking were it to be grounded solely
in an ethic of utilitarian
consequentialism. Liberal rights
would be held captive to
contingency. As Michael Sandel
states ‘Basing rights on utilitarian
considerations misses the sense in
which violating someone’s rights
inflicts a wrong on the individual,
whatever its effect on the general
welfare.’ When thinking about the
grossest human rights violations in
the 20th century, most people would
not think that their injustice stems
from the violation of society’s
utilitarian interests, but rather from
injustice done to a person who, by
virtue of their humanity, possesses
inviolable rights. In comparison, a
conservative disposition grounds the
right to classical liberal liberties in

the belief that individuals are
possessors of profound and inherent
dignity. This is drawn from the
Judeo-Christian belief of mankind as
made in the ‘image of God’. The
protection of liberty is not right
because it is instrumental in securing
utility; it is right because human
beings possessors of inherent
dignity. Conceived as thus, when
unjust coercion and violation occurs,
the outrage people feel is given shape
and moral character. Such a
dignifying conception provides a
vital contribution to liberalism in
our attitudes to minorities and the
vulnerable. For, if society does not
hold the individual’s dignity at the
level of the sacred, utilitarian
considerations may and indeed in
history have led to the weak and
those in minority to be regarded as
either dispensable for the greater
collectivist good, or worse, to be
viewed as intolerable burdens on
society unworthy of life. The
individual must be considered an
end, with the state existing for the
flourishing of the individual, rather
than the individual existing as a
consequentialist means to the end of
greater utility, however that is
defined.
The conservative liberal can thus see
a subsidiary role for government to
encourage, along with communities,
virtues that uphold human dignity. If
alcoholism and substance abuse runs
rampant in rural communities and
affects the wellbeing of families and
children, while the conservative
classical liberal will not legislate to
ban alcohol and impose sanctions for
its consumption, he or she can see a
subsidiary role for government to
work with communities to develop
programs to aid those who suffer
from addiction for the sake of the
common good. If sexism that
degrades the dignity of women is
rampant in society, limiting the
ability of women to flourish as
possessors of dignity, the
conservative liberal will not pass a
Respect for Women Act with

corresponding fines, but will see a
subsidiary role for those political
leaders with influence to use their
public platform to call people to a
vision of a more dignifying society.
The Individual and Community
Most would agree that a basic aspect
of human well-being is to live in
friendship and cooperation with
others. Thus, for the individual to
flourish, the individual must be
situated in community. Classical
liberal liberties thus act to protect
the existence of communities
necessary for human fulfilment.
Additionally, strong communities,
Burke’s ‘little platoons’, prevent the
expansion of the Leviathan.
Classical liberal liberties need a
culture that holds as sacred and as
part of an enduring moral order the
inherent dignity of the individual, as
well as values that deem as
important civic responsibility and
reciprocity. Russell Kirk stated ‘…a
society in which men and women are
governed by belief in an enduring
moral order, by a strong sense of
right and wrong, by personal
convictions about justice and
honour, will be a good society…while
a society in which men and women
are morally adrift, ignorant of
norms, and intent chiefly upon
gratification of appetites, will be a
bad society: no matter how many
people vote and no matter how
liberal its formal constitution may
be…’ Voluntary associations and the
family, those mediating institutions
that stand between the individual
and government, are necessary to
form that culture. Families and
community groups are the primary
transmitters and incubators of civic
virtue and morality. They shape
individuals through the regular
practice and habit of working with
one another and sharing life together
in friendship and toward common
goals. If they are allowed to
deteriorate, those virtues that
according to George our society not
only holds dear but are necessary for
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a functional society, which include
‘honesty civility, self-restraint,
concern for the welfare of others,
justice, compassion, and personal
responsibility’ will find it more
difficult to take root. In a society
lacking virtues of reciprocity, the
dignity and liberty of the individual
is the first casualty. As George
accurately recognizes, the things that
classical liberals hold dear; free
enterprise, the rule of law and
democratic institutions that defend
liberty cannot function or survive
without a cultural ethos soaked with
respect for human dignity. He states
‘Indeed, the effective working of
governmental in situations
themselves depend on most people
most of the time obeying the law out
of a sense of moral obligations, not
merely out of fear of detection and
punishment for law breaking….the
success of business and a market
based economic system depends on
there being reasonably virtuous,
trustworthy, law abiding, promise
keeping people to serve as workers
and managers, lenders, regulators,
and payers of bills for goods and
services.’
Thus, a conservative disposition
within classical liberalism will mean
it cannot ignore the importance of
insuring the health of voluntary
communities if it wishes the
individual to flourish in liberty. It
rejects an atomizing individualism
just as it rejects stultifying
collectivism. Robert Nisbet
recognised that the liberty and free
enterprise that classical liberals hold
dear require robust voluntary
communities. He believed that if
voluntary community were to
collapse and atomistic individualism
to run rampant, it would only be a
matter of time before a more
centralised and coercive state would
fill the void. As he noted, ‘The quest
for community will not be denied,
for it springs from some of the
powerful needs of human nature:
needs for a clear sense of cultural
purpose, membership, status and

continuity. Without these, no
amount of mere material welfare will
serve to arrest the developing sense
of alienation in society.’ Individuals
will look to the state to substitute the
functions of the community. Nisbet,
it seems, was prescient. In an age
where voluntary association is
falling, where individual autonomy is
held to be the highest good, we also
see a vastly expanded welfare state
and a tendency to look to
charismatic leaders rather than to
our local communities for comfort
and assurance. Government is
crowding out community.
The Individual and the Polis
Aristotle believed that part of what it
means to be human is to be a
political animal and that the ultimate
purpose or telos of political
association is the apprehension of
the ‘good life; and the institutions of
social life are means to that end.’ He
had a high view of political
association, and this high view is
echoed in the conservative liberal’s
view of government’s subsidiary role
and purpose in seeking to ensure
individual liberty for flourishing
toward ends necessary for human
fulfillment and in protecting the
voluntary community needed for
individual fulfillment and liberty. A
crude atomistic liberalism could only
ever view Australia as bound
together by 20 million self-interested
individuals, involved in utility
maximizing financial transactions.
However, a conservative disposition,
in avoiding atomistic individualism
and in rejecting totalitarian
collectivism that subsumes the
individual, is able to bring together
the individual and the common good
of the Polis. Kirk, in echoing
Edmund Burke, states ‘society is a
community of souls, joining the
dead, the living and those yet
unborn; and that it coheres through
what Aristotle called friendship and
Christians call love of neighbour.’
The nation, Burke states ‘is not an
idea only of…momentary
aggregation; but it is an idea of

continuity, which extends in time as
well as in numbers and in space. And
this is a choice not of one day or one
set of people….it is a deliberate
election of ages and generations…it
is made by the peculiar
circumstances, occasions, tempers,
dispositions and moral, civil and
social habitudes of the people which
disclose themselves only in a long
space of time…’
Alister MacIntyre, in rejecting crude
atomism, argues that individuals are
also inherently storied creatures,
formed by the narratives of their
family, religious and political
communities. He states ‘We all
approach our own circumstance as
bearers of a particular social identity.
I am someone’s son or daughter…I
belong to this clan, that tribe, this
nation. Hence, what is good for me is
good for one who inhabits these
roles. As such, I inherit from the past
of my family, my city, my tribe, my
nation, a variety of debts,
inheritances, rightful expectations
and obligations. These constitute the
given of my life, my moral starting
point. This is in part what gives my
own life its moral particularity.’ This
makes sense of why we may feel a
sense of duty to our family, our local
community and to our nation. It also
makes sense of why, as well as feeling
pride collectively in our nation’s
achievements, we may find that
justice demands that we collectively
accept responsibility for our nation’s
mistakes. All of this would be absurd,
if each individual were an
autonomous island of themselves,
devoid of any claim upon them from
their local and political communities.
Identification with political
community is vital as liberal liberties
are not as natural as we think. They
may be natural in the sense that they
precede any recognition by the state,
but they are not inevitable or
naturally conceivable. In the west,
these values are so deeply embedded
that they seem almost unremarkable.
However, these ideas are the result of
hundreds of years of development,
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grounded in shared identity and heritage.
Edmund Burke recognized this when the
French Revolution and the ideas of the
Philosophes that fuelled it were capturing the
imagination of Europe. For Burke, the ideas of
liberty espoused in the Revolution, abstracted
from any shared history and heritage, driven
by a utopic desire to overthrow the old order
for an imagined new age, were bound to lead
to tyranny. Russell Kirk expressed this
sentiment thus; ‘It is old custom that enables
people to live together peaceably: the
destroyers of custom demolish more than they
know or desire. It is through convention: a
word much abused in our time, that we
contrive to avoid perpetual disputes about
rights and duties…continuity is the means of
linking generation to generation…When
successful revolutionaries have effaced old
customs, derided old conventions and broken
the continuity of social institutions, why,
presently they discover the necessity of
establishing fresh customs, conventions and
continuity….order and justice and freedom,
they believe, are the artificial products of a
long social experience, the result of centuries
of trial and reflection and sacrifice….human
society is no machine to be treated
mechanically…’The classical liberal, equipped
with a conservative respect for history and
heritage, will jealously guard the symbols and
history that binds the nation together in order
to preserve individual liberty. The
conservative will not ignore the importance of
national identity, shaped by ‘custom,
convention and continuity’ in ensuring that
millions of individuals are able to live in peace
under the rule of law, because in their
individual diversity, they have an identity in
common that binds them together; an
identity formed by history and symbols.
Indeed, it must be said that in Australia, to be
a conservative is to be a classical liberal. The
heritage we inherited from Britain is a long
history of pride in the development of liberty
and Parliamentary democracy as the guardian
of this liberty. Edmund Burke himself,
recognised as the father of modern
conservatism, ‘was also Burke the liberal: the
foe of arbitrary power in Britain, in America,
in India,’ according to Kirk. He defended
liberty, Kirk states, ‘not because they were
innovations, discovered in the Age of Reason
but because they were ancient prerogatives,
guaranteed by immemorial usage.’ Our

Westminster system of democracy, the rule of
law, our Judeo Christian heritage, the history
of constitutional development from Magna
Carta to the Glorious Revolution through to
the arrival of the common law to our shores in
1788 and the beginning of responsible
government in New South Wales are thus of
great importance to the conservative. To
encourage the veneration and memory of
these is to form the habits of civic virtue in
individuals, necessary for the protection of
shared liberty. Were a sense of shared heritage
to be devalued or diminished, it is hard to
imagine that classical liberal values could
stand on their own for very long. Without
grounding in a shared heritage of liberty to
which each individual feels a deep association
with, grand and ideological visions of utopia
with the promise of prosperity and progress
can easily capture a populace and chain them
in tyranny, as has been demonstrated in
history from the French Revolution through
to 20thcentury totalitarianism.
Conclusion
A conservative disposition within classical
liberalism does not leave it stunted, incapable
of progress. It is simply incorrect to say
conservatism is merely a resistance to change.
Burke himself stated that ‘change is the means
of our preservation.’ But the classical liberal
will avoid falling into a form of populism that
justifies change because it happens to be fresh
and on trend. Often, much of the radical or
fashionable change proposed by the left
attacks the individual, the freedom of
voluntary associations to operate and believe
or the very notion of shared national identity.
A liberalism imbued with conservative
disposition will embrace beneficial change
that maintains the dignity of the individual,
preserves and strengthens voluntary
associations and recognizes the importance of
identification with the polis and its heritage.
Conservatism provides liberalism with a
richer, more dignifying vision and vocabulary
of the human being and the good life and why
liberty, rather than merely protecting
individual license, serves the common good.
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THE MORAL CASE
FOR ECONOMIC
FREEDOM
KERROD MAKES THE MORAL CASE FOR ECONOMIC FREEDOM...
KERROD GREAM

B. Economics IV

“The rich are getting richer and the poor are
getting poorer” is the catch cry of the left, but
this statement is hardly based in reality. With
Australia’s income statistics showing that the
lowest income households had an increase of
5% between 2009-2010 and 2011-12, with
middle income households having an increase
of 4% in disposable income. This in addition
to total share of household income between
2007-08 and 2011-12 increased for low and
middle income households, and decreased for
high income households. This holds true
against the argument from the left.
It is common to just look at home for the
overall quality of life, but of course, being a
first world nation, even our poorest are well
off compared to under-developed nations. It
is, however, a problem of today that we do not
grant those nations the same benefits we had
while developing, with calls to remove cheap
energy sources such as coal and force them to
use inefficient sources such as solar, and to
only continue to buy goods from those of us
better off. Economic freedom overall is
something that should be looked at, and the
benefits to the poorest not only in first world
nations, but in the most impoverished as well.
There is a definite casual link between
economic freedom and the overall wealth the
poorest in society hold.
There are a number of relevant cases which
demonstrate the effects of income when
looking at economic freedom. The Fraser
Institute conducts an annual analysis of
economic freedom based on a variety of
factors, these being: size of government, legal
structure and private property rights, access to
sound money, freedom to trade

internationally, and regulation of credit,
labour and business. Australia regularly scores
well on this metric, having scored between
7.9-8/10 between 2005-2010, and scoring 7.88,
and 7.87 in 2011 and 2012 respectively. Having
been ranked 5th in the world in 2009-10, in
2012 we had dropped to 8th.
But these statistics are best looked at as a
global analysis. Nations that are in the top
quartile of economic freedom had higher GDP
Per Capita, with the top nations having an
average per capita GDP of $38,601 in 2013,
compared to $6,986 for those nations in the
lowest quartile. While GDP Per Capita does
provide a good overview, we are best to look at
the situation for the poorest 10% in each
quartile. In the top quartile of nations the
average income of the bottom 10% was $9,881,
with the bottom quartile’s bottom 10% of
earners having just $1,629 on average in 2013.
This, however, has improved since 2008, with
the bottom 10% in the nations in the highest
quartile having an average $8,474 yearly
earnings, compared to $910 for those in the
bottom quartile of nations with economic
freedom.
These benefits of higher income levels result
in higher life expectancy, with the average life
expectancy in the top quartile nations at 80.1,
and the lowest quartile sits at 63.1 years. Those
in more economically free nations report a
higher life satisfaction, averaging 7.5 out of 10,
compared to 4.7 in those in the least free
quartiles. This is all before addressing income
share – the share of income between different
sets of people. Income share of the poorest
10% is generally pretty consistent across all
quartiles of nations based on
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FIGURE 1: CHANGES IN MEAN REAL EQUIVALISED DISPOSABLE INCOME
%Change
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cycles due to improvements made to measuring
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economic freedom. With those in
the highest quartile of economic
freedom having the largest share of
income at 2.64% this isn’t reflected
in the second highest quartile, with
the poorest 10% in those nations
having the lowest income share.
What this effectively shows is that
the income share of the poorest isn’t
highly affected by different
government policies and
redistribution, but rather that it is
fairly consistent across the quartiles
of economic freedom. This also
highlights that the poorest in society
have a slightly greater share of the
economic pie in economically free
nations, with the best overall result
produced not by redistributing
accrued wealth, but by increasing
the size of the economic pie, as it
were.
On this basis, the only moral
argument to help the poorest in
society is that of avoiding centralised
government control, as this harms
economic growth and income levels
of the poor. We should continue to
strive towards market solutions
rather than centralised solutions,
and increase the overall share of
wealth, rather than just
redistributing that which we already
have. While the rich may be getting
richer, the poor are also getting
richer, and the best way to help the
poorest is to encourage economic
growth, with greater freedom and
less government intervention.
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SOLIDARITY
WITH PARIS,
BEIRUT & BAGHDAD
CELESTE DISCUSSES THE IMPORTANCE OF FREEDOM OF SPEECH
FOLLOWING THE ATTACKS ON PARIS, BEIRUT AND BAGHDAD...
CELESTE ARENAS

B. Arts III

Today we stand in strong solidarity, sympathy
and prayers for three cities hit by unabashed
terrorism. No one could imagine the horror
that would develop today as 160 people have
been confirmed dead and 40 more feared dead
after a series of bombings and shootings
across France’s capital. More than 43 people
died on Thursday when ISIS declared responsibility for suicide bombings in Beirut. At least
26 people have been killed in two separate
ISIL attacks on Baghdad.
In Paris, the scene of the crime was the
Bataclan music festival in Eastern Paris just
200 metres away from the former offices of
the Charlie Hebdo magazine, the scene of
another terror attack in early January.
Hundreds of concert goers were struck by
terror as three men shouting “Allahu akbar”
burst into the hall. There was instant “gunfire,
bloodshed and grenades thrown into the
crowd.” Survivors were rounded up and a
tense standoff prevailed for over two hours.
Police uncovered “a scene of horror and
apocalypse inside this music hall” according to
a journalist on French television.
More than ever, France deserves to be protected by defensible borders as a sovereign nation.
Hollande has done today what he ought to
have done ages ago by increasing border
controls. EU legislation will only let Hollande
do this for a period of up to two months.
The attack on Lebanon is not unprecedented,
but the terror has gotten bolder as sharing a
border with war-ravaged Syria makes it “an
accessible target.” With Hezbollah having a
growing presence in the country, Lebanon has
been described as “a stable instability” where

“various factions have lived in relative peace.”
This has been cruelly undermined by the
“factional struggles between Islamic terror
groups” that are emerging as Hezbollah and
ISIS fight each other with civilians in between.
A similar situation has emerged in Baghdad
today as ISIL killed 26 people and injured
dozens more by targeting the funeral of a Shia
fighter killed in battle. This followed a
“roadside bomb detonated at Shia shrine”
which killed 5 and wounded at least 15 others.
There has been international reaction of
sympathy towards the extent of attacks but
also a formidable reluctance to call out Islamic
extremism for what it is. While President
Obama called this “an attack on all humanity
and the values we share,” he left out ‘Islam’
from his terror statement on Paris even after
twitter erupted with celebratory messages by
members and sympathizers of Islamic State.
The bearing of responsibility for today’s attack
was savagely clear but Obama still said “I don’t
want to speculate at this point in terms of
who was responsible.”
Freedom of speech as a human right was
savagely undermined by terrorist attacks on
Charlie Hebdo and it is continually oppressed
by radical Islamic extremism throughout the
Middle East. How many more people will have
to be killed in order not to offend anyone?
Sympathy is all good and well but it doesn’t
bring back the dead.
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FOREIGN POLICY

CORP. OR
CORPORATIONS?
WARFARE IN THE 21ST CENTURY
KIT PLACES PRIVATE MILITARY CONTRACTORS WITHIN THE
CONTEXT OF CONTEMPORARY WARFARE AND DEFENCE POLICY...
KIT HALE

Kit recently completed
his Honours thesis
examining the role of
private military
contractors by the US in
the post Cold War era.

If prostitution is the world’s oldest profession,
mercenaries form the second-oldest. Indeed,
mercenaries are as old as warfare itself, and
were historically the primary method of
fighting wars. But as the world seems to take a
turn back towards history, so too are
governments taking a turn towards mercenary
2.0.
Mercenary 2.0 refers to private military
companies, the corporate evolution of the
world’s second oldest profession. Unlike their
predecessors private military companies vet
employees, have legitimate corporate
structures and business plans and in some
cases are traded on pubic stock exchanges.
Companies also have a diverse portfolio across
nearly all aspects of the military and security
fields.
The staggered shift towards all volunteer
armies after the Vietnam War, and within
recent decades the return to using private
military companies reflects one side of a
symbiotic relationship with technology.
Manpower has also been matched with
technology, whether that is sword and shield,
rifle, tank or airplane. Recent decades have
seen the growing use of technology and
changing security environments demand less
manpower, evidenced by the post-cold war
drawdown across many NATO states.
However recent conflicts have stretched these
same militaries to near breaking point, and as
such the private military industry, like any
business, has filled the void.
The balance of power within the military
structures of western states is increasingly
shifting towards increased technology, and

towards aerial and naval forces away from
land forces. If the 20th century was the age of
the mass army, then the 21st so far has been
the age of the drone. Unfortunately this
redistribution has uncovered a fundamental
truth in warfare, boots on the ground win
wars. As western states have sought to win
and hold land in both Iraq and Afghanistan,
this fundamental truth emerged in the form
of extensive and bloody insurgencies in both
theatres.
In the lead-up to the 2003 Iraq War, the then
Army Chief of Staff, General Eric Shinseki
testified to a Senate Armed Forces Committee
that a force in the magnitude of several
hundred thousand was required to invade and
effectively sedate Iraq. His comments drew
fire from both Donald Rumsfeld and Paul
Wolfowitz. The resulting insurgency gave
retrospective credence to Shinseki’s words and
perceived as a key point in contemporary
civil-military relations.
However modelling has shown that an
invasion force of one million would have been
required to shift the chances of an insurgency
failing to emerge over 50%. David Kilcullen
outlines how contemporary western militaries
suffer an approximate 80% force reduction;
only 20% of an initial deployment is available
at any one time for front line combat duties.
Contractors will continue to supply the labour
shortage, but since they are effectively
temporary labour they do so at considerable
cost to the state that contracts them.
Boots on the ground mean high casualties.
Acknowledging the vast literature on the
topic, I shall simply recognise the growing
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trend among western states to be far
more conservative in committing
military forces to conflicts not
directly tied to the national interest.
The conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq
have seen contractors account for
approximately a third of casualties.
As western states have increasingly
redesigned their militaries away from
large scale ground combat scenarios,
contractors have increasingly been
called upon to shoulder more of the
war-fighting burden. The Pentagon
currently considers contractors as a
component of the ‘total force’. Private
contractors will continue to provide
the majority of ground troops to
forthcoming military operations by
Western states due to defines in
existing personnel supply and
casualty aversion by democratic
governments concerned about public
opinion.
As ongoing and merging conflicts
around the world sprout from
religious or social differences, the
observable threat to the West will
remain low, and the factors that are
required for public opinion to
support a military intervention will
remain elusive. These conflicts
however will foster instability and
cultivate influence within disaffected
and marginalised groups. The
extensive use of social media by ISIS
to recruit members is a case in point.
As the memories of both World Wars
and Vietnam fade, and generations
with no direct contact with war
mature, further cost aversion with
become entrenched within the

populaces of western states. Even
ISIS, despite all the rhetoric and
bravado, pose little threat to the
West, possessing no air force, navy or
ballistic missile arsenal.
Disregarding conflict entirely, as
militaries focus on further technical
superiority, or move into entirely
new domains such as cyber-warfare,
the demand for the required
expertise will increasingly be drawn
from the private sector.
Procurement, maintenance and
operation will increasingly be turned
over to defence contractors and more
military autonomy will be ceded to
the private sector. Contractors are
now accounting for a growing share
of drone missions. Previously a
member of the military was required
to take over for any kill action; it is
unclear if this remains the case.
Whereas the military has been
relatively comfortable with ceding
autonomy thus far, as the security
environment in regions of the globes
waxes and wanes this may change.
Taking the Asia-Pacific region and
the US as examples, the US Navy may
look to reincorporate previously
outsourced tasks to ensure greater
oversight and operational
confidence.
An area of growth for the industry
will be within training programs
with militaries of other states. As
states seek to dodge any prolonged
ground deployments in hostile states,
they will increasingly look towards
utilising irregular forces such as rebel

groups and militias, and seek to train
and equip them rather than commit
their own forces. Syrian rebels in the
field were at one point costing
around US$400 a month. Using
private military companies in this
way can be perceived as the
corporate evolution of historical use
of indigenous troops and colonial
subjects. Private military companies
recruit locally and globally. The use
of locals invests them in working
towards common goals; the use of
global contractors further outsources
the risks and costs.
As the West licks its wounds and
counts the dollars post-Iraq and
Afghanistan, the rest of the world
observes how large-scale, long-term
military deployments can have a
negative net effect. Contractors and
private military companies will
continue to enmesh themselves
within the defence establishments of
Western states, but they will need to
prove their reliability and
competitiveness or risk losing
contracts as militaries seek to ensure
complete autonomy.
Private military companies will not
so much as dictate the future
direction of defence policy or the
nature of warfare, as much become a
more integral part of it. If the
security climate changes and states
come to demand greater autonomy
and control over their militaries to
combat threats then the private
military industry will have to adapt
or risk being dissolved.
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The University of Sydney Union is the provider of key programs, products
and services that enhance the experience of the University of Sydney
population. The USU is a non‐for profit organisation that has existed to
serve the campus since 1874, when it began as a humble society for
ambitious student debaters. Today, with more than 11,500 members, it is
the largest student union in Australia. All income the USU receives is
invested directly back into its services and programs. The USU aims to give
students something more than a degree when they graduate – the USU
aims to give students a once‐in‐a‐lifetime experience.
Over its long and distinguished history, the USU has established its place
at the University of Sydney, opening three major buildings, offering
hundreds of different services and hosting countless events. The USU is
guided by a board of student leaders, who are elected each year by their
peers. They oversee a sprawling organisation, with departments dedicated
to food and retail, entertainment, student programs, buildings and outlets,
events management, and more. The student‐centric election and
governance system is crucial to keeping the USU relevant and valuable to
the campus community.
The USU is a member‐based organisation that aims to deliver a genuinely
enriched university experience for the many thousands who join. In
essence, the USU is a provider of student experience programs that
reaches out to all on campus. The USU began as a debating society all that
time ago – and to this day is still an international force (ranked number
one in the world), but today there is something every student – and staff
member ‐ can benefit from. The core aim of the USU is to give every
opportunity for students to enjoy their time at the University and provide
rich and rewarding opportunities that cannot be found elsewhere. The
USU’s Clubs and Societies program is Australia’s largest, with more than
200 Clubs and Societies on campus, bringing together students with
shared passions and hobbies, be it a love of dancing or an interest in
politics. There are also Clubs representing faculties – making it easier to
forge connections with fellow students of the same area of study.
The USU's Student Leadership Program creates opportunities for
exceptional student leaders to develop skills and be involved in the
development of campus culture and annual calendar of events. There are a
wide range of different and challenging roles on offer for students who
have the drive and desire to achieve beyond their uni coursework. The
USU also runs a busy entertainment program all year round, from regular
activities such as trivia and bingo, as well as major local and international
live acts. A rich cultural experience is something all students should enjoy
during their time at university. The USU runs a number of initiatives and
programs that aim to bring out the life and colour on campus, to celebrate
diversity and encourage students to get creative.
This is but a snapshot of the many ways the USU dedicates itself to
providing a University experience that is not only enjoyable, but highly
unique and memorable.
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